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A B S T R A C T

This paper introduces an automatic control system incorporating a number of verification, validation, and

command generation tasks within a fault-tolerant architecture. The integrated system utilizes recent meth-

ods of artificial intelligence such as neural networks and fuzzy logic control. Furthermore, advanced signal

processing and nonlinear control methods arc also included in the design. The primary goal is to create an

on-line capability to validate signals, analyze plant performance, and verify the consistency of commands

before control decisions are finalized. The application nf this approach to the automated startup of the

Experimental Breeder Reactor-11 (ERR-II) is performed using a validated nonlinear model. The simulation

results show that the advanced concepts have the potential to improve plant availability and safety.

INTRODUCTION

Recent emphasis on nuclear reactor surveillance and control suggests that new generation power

plants will require fault-tolerant control strategies that can cope with varying plant conditions and

instrumentation failures. There are twe main reasons for this trend from the nuclear power genera-

tion point of view: safety and availabiii'.y New "passive" reactor designs such as the PIUS reactor

[1], and the integral fast reactor [2], ha\o introduced a significant margin of improvement in reac-

tor safety. These designs invoke inherent capabilities for safe shutdown under adverse operational

conditions. In addition, emergency shutdown and plant protection systems have been improved

to handle a wide range of problems. Those advances have slightly shifted the objective of reactor

control design from primarily assuring safety to avoiding plant regimes close to trip conditions. Ac-

cordingly, if undesired regimes can be avoided by control, both safety and availability requirements

are also satisfied.
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The identification of abnormal component status and inappropriate control can prevent a plant

regime from drifting into the vicinity of trip conditions. This constitutes a challenging diagnostics

task which undoubtedly requires an on-line computation capability for handling thousands of sen-

sor readings, extracting useful! information, and providing decision aid to operator. Obtaining an

accurate diagnostics is only a part of the solution of trip avoidance. A control decision based on

diagnostics results is required to maneuver around problems. The strong dependence between di-

agnostics and control has recently resulted in computer-based algorithms within new control room

design in western Europe, Japan and Canada [3], [4], [5].

This paper presents an integrated control and diagnostics system (ICDS) architecture for au-

tomated operations of nuclear power plants. The main objective is to combine monitoring and

diagnostics tasks with control task such that most of the important control decisions are evaluated

in a broader spectrum. Moreover, intelligent algorithms are developed to evaluate the state of

the plant and draw conclusions. The interaction between the diagnostics and control systems are

automated with a capability of operator intervention at all times. The advanced methods used in

this study include artificial intelligence techniques such as neural networks and fuzzy logic, signal

processing techniques such as process empirical modeling and generalized consistency checking, and

nonlinear control techniques such as inverse dynamics and fuzzy control [6j.

Compared to the traditional control strategies, the new approach offers improvement in diag-

nostics, fault-tolerance and maneuvering, which results in trip avoidance and improved availability.

This is accomplished by validating plant signals and commands generated by the controller or op-

erator. There is also a performance analyzer routine which assures that the operation is within

a desirable mode/regime. A mode selector logic is incorporated in the case of actuator or sensor

failure to seek for solutions using redundant systems. This configuration is shown in Fig. 1 where

the control system is sandwiched by three blocks implementing validation, analysis, and mode se-

lection tasks.

The existing digital systems do not benefit fully from the advanced methods in control, signal

processing, and artificial intelligence. Most of the existing automatic control systems do not in-

teract with diagnostics systems, instead the coordination and supervision are handled by reactor

operators [7]. One important reason is the proven old technology versus the implementation of new

algorithms, with a potential of not easily being understood by operators. However, recent advances

have significantly solved the understandibility problem as well as the real-time problems and reli-

ability issues. Fuzzy control is one good example of this trend [8]. Therefore, the ICDS approach

presented in this paper has a significant contribution towards the development of automatic control
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systems with extended capabilities.

The proposed system was tested through computer simulations using a validated, nonlinear
model of the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) [6]. The simulation results, which are
briefly presented here, show that the automated startup of the EBR-II can be accomplished satis-
factorily using the ICDS approach. The evaluation and testing of the ICDS approach is a continuing
project at the University of Tennessee.

INTEGRATED CONTROL AND DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM

The integrated control and diagnostics system accomplishes verification, validation and com-
mand tasks using four separate modules: (1) control, (2) signal validation, (3) command validation,
and (4) system executive. The modular structure allows the integration of new function blocks and
new methods within the architecture.

The control module houses three controllers connected in parallel, each employing nonlinear,
multi-input multi-output control law using different sets of measurements in the feedback loop.
These controllers are designed using the inverse dynamics, neural networks, and fuzzy logic control
paradigms, and they are proven to be robust against uncertainties [9j. The differences among the
three paradigms allow the on-line selection between simple-but-reliable strategies, and complicated-
but-accurate strategies according to the operating conditions of the reactor. The flexibility in
strategy selection also includes avoiding detected sensor anomalies by using different sets of mea-
surements in each controller. Selection among the three controllers in parallel is made by a mode
selecting expert system (part of the system executive module) that takes other performance factors
into consideration in order to make the best decision.

The signal validation module contains multiple methods for processing sensor data and gener-
ating signal estimates for specific use [10]. Its current structure includes a generalized consistency
checking block for redundant measurements. The redundant sensor readings are utilized to vali-
date non-redundant signals through two independent estimator blocks. These include the process
empirical modeling and neural network estimators. On-line reading from a non-redundant sensor
is compared with its estimate. The error between the estimate and on-line reading must lie in a
predefined band of tolerance for normal sensors. Otherwise an anomaly condition is declared and
relevant systems are warned including the operator.

The command validation module is functionally equivalent to that of the signal validation mod-
ule except the consistency checking block. This module determines the accuracy of the command
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generated by the control system or by the operator, and validates the resulting output of the actua-

tor system. The procedure for command validation consists of (1) identifying faulty control signals,

(2) isolating plant component malfunction, and (3) quantifying the control signal's variation from

its nominal value. When a command anomaly is detected trip avoidance strategies are searched by

the system executive module. Otherwise a halt condition is declared and emergency systems are

alerted.

The system executive module is the central station for information exchange among the com-

ponents of the ICDS. Its ranking is one level below the system operator in the hierarchical tree

and it is always interruptable. Part of its function includes providing a decision support to the

operator through support utilities such as mode selector and performance analyzer. According to

the control mode (manual, semi-automatic, automatic) the system executive can resolve conflicts

and take trip avoidance actions besides providing decision support to the operator. Although the

system executive's intelligence is not comparable to that of the human operator, its monitoring

capacity over hundreds of sensors and data processing speed are superior to the human operator.

This assures improved safety via early detection of anomalies that are only visible to the system

executive module during their initial build-up period.

The system executive module produces a decision through a two-layer function block: (1) per-

formance analyzer, and (2) mode selector. The performance analyzer block monitors multiple

system variables simultaneously. Using a hyper-plane approach, it produces a global measure of

"closeness" to the desired overall plant behavior which is called recognition. In case of individual or

global departures from the prescribed trajectories, the performance analyzer (1) warns the operator

of the present or anticipated future problems, (2) communicates with the mode selector for conflict

resolution. The mode "elector block evaluates the plant conditions for its (1) present state, and (2)

anticipated future stat It monitors the availability of the sensors, actuators, and other important

subsystems. Its main function is to resolve conflicts and find a trip avoidance solution, if any.

FAULT T O L E R A N C E

The fault-tolerance concept when incorporated with control systems mainly deals with the faults

occurring in the information related systems such as sensors, monitors, and controllers. The scope of

this work includes resolving problems only in the signal generating components. The fault-tolerant

nature of the design is based on the redundant control systems connected in parallel. Furthermore,

the control algorithms and the measurement sets used in these aJgorithms are chosen difle ently

to provide an extended maneuvering capability. A sensor anomaly can be avoided by selecting an

alternative controller (which does not utilize this signal by design) to continue the operation. The
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sandwich structure of the control module enables such a validity check at the output (controller

output) as well as at the input (moasure~:?r.!s) buflor. The command validation module ensures

that the controller outputs agree with l! ? estimated dynamic behavior provided the inputs are

already validated. Otiicrwise alternative c.-.u(:ollors may be used. There may be a degradation in

performance due to causes that are not h\ :\c range of signal and command validation tasks. Thus,

the final verification is made by tiie performance analyzer which evaluates the overall performance

of the operation.

Each controller is appended to an on-)i~e adaptive model to continue generating control signals

during the standby mode. Thus, it is an relive standby mode. This provides a way to measure

the transition conditions from an on-line co1.'.roller to a standby controller. When an anomaly is

detected, the mode selector evaluates the tT.r.sition situation. All transitions may be declined due

to (1) all standby controllers are disqualified by either the command validator or signal validutor,

and (2) transition, to the standby controllers will cause a large disturbance on the system. In ad-

dition, multiple anomalies occurring simultaneously may not be avoidable. The integrated contml

and diagnostics system is designed to dec'a-o a halt situation when the severity of the anom.Jy

exceeds the designed tolerance limit. In such cases, the operator and the emergency systems are

warned. Note that the emergency systems and the integrated control system are totally isolated.

This allows an intervention capability by cmeijrericy systems at all times.

The fault-tolerance can also include software/hardware failures. In a simulated environment,

this requires isolating redundant control algorithms from each other by using different computers.

This feature is not implemented in the present simulation environment.

APPLICATION TO EDR-II

The Experimental Dreeder Reacto:-ll is a liquid metal fast breeder reactor located at the Na-

tional Reactor Testing Station in Idaho. The plant consists of a heterogoneous, unmodcraiec.

sodium-cooled reactor (62.5 MWl); an intermediate sodium coolant loop; a steam plant which pro-

duces 20 MWe of electrical power through a conventional turbine generator. The reactor, primary

cooling system, and the fuel-handling system components are submerged in a large primary sodium

tank. A schematic of the EBR-1I plant is shown in Fig. 2 [11].

The startup procedure includes raising the safety rods into the core and moving control rods in

the order specified in the Reactor Run Plan and Authorization. Power is increased incrementally

until the desired power level is reached. The primary pumps operate at full flow throughout the

startup. The electromagnetic pump voltage (which changes the secondary sodium flow rate) is
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adjusted to maintain a normal steam pressure in the drum. The steam header is pressurized when
the primary sodium reaches 620 degrees F. The increase of reactor power is regulated to maintain
a 10 degrees F per hour rise in bulk sodium temperature. The secondary sodium flow control aims
at maintaining the primary bulk sodium around 700 degrees F. When the reactor power is stable at
30 MWt, and adequate steam is available, the steam system is operated and the turbine-generator
is started. The EBR-II startup is primarily controlled by two actuators. These are the control rod
bank and electro-magnetic pump (sodium-loop between the secondary side of the heat exchanger
and sodium side of the steam generator). The control design utilizes 16 important measurements.
Nine of which are readings averaged over redunda.it sensors.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The integrated control system design was performed entirely in the MATRIXx/SYSTEM-
BUILD environment in a VAX 3100 Work Station [12]. The simulation environment includes a
nonlinear, validated model representing the EBR-II plant. The EBR-II model is coupled to the
integrated control system to test the startup capability. First simulation includes the reconstructive
inverse dynamics controller during reactor startup. The diagnostic systems continuously evaluate
the performance and the validity of commands. Figure 3 shows the estimation capability of the
validation modules. The electro-magnetic pump voltage prediction shown in Fig. 3 is performed
for command validation. Similar predictions are found to be very accurate for other signals and
commands under consideration. The simulation results show that the reconstructive inverse dy-
namics controller performance is excellent with an average recognition around 98%. During the
simulation, all the commands were validated and the mode selector remained silent. The candi-
date controllers (fuzzy and neural network controllers) are tested for the same task. The startup
responses show that the fuzzy controller (with 98% recognition) and the neural network controller
(with 96% recognition) also yield satisfactory trajectory following while the mode selector remains
silent during each separate simulation. The simulation results in the range of 0-35 % power level,
are compared with the operator driven EBR-II data [13] as shown in Fig. 4. The simulation results
indicate that all the three controllers accomplish the startup task satisfactorily. The other state
variables are also in strong agreement with the actual data.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In response to increasing interest in the automation of large scale system operations, this pa-
per presents a collection of advanced methods in diagnostics and controls, building an integrated
environment for automation. The ICDS offers validation of plant information before and after it is
processed for control purposes. The concept also includes new control techniques that are known
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to be more efficient than the conventional techniques.

A particular application is considered for the automation of the EBR-II startup operation. The
design includes signal and command validation tasks that use artificial neural networks and process
empirical modeling techniques. The control module incorporates three different controllers running
in parallel. These controllers are designed using the reconstructive inverse dynamics, fuzzy logic,
and neural network paradigms in a multiple-input multiple-output regime. Another diagnostic
module provides a measure of plant performance (performance analyzer). These modules are com-
bined with the "conflict resolver" mode selector module. The mode selector evaluates the outputs
produced by four other modules to determine the best strategy for startup control. Its primary
function is to maximize the performance by maneuvering safely around the problems. A subset of
the inputs received by the mode selector contains information related to the anticipated events of
the plant. Thus, the anomalies are not allowed to propagate in time without detection and the
preventive actions are taken before the plant enters an undesired regime.

The simulations presented here use a valid nonlinear model of the EBR-II. The range of the
startup transients is chosen long enough to include nonlinear effects. The results indicate that
each controller is capable of performing reliable automated startup of the plant. This conclusion
is verified by comparing the operator driven actual plant data with the simulation results. The
simulations included all of the logical interactions of the command validator and performance an-
alyzer. None of the commands are rejected by the command validator during startup simulations.
The simulations do not include hypothetical sensory failures since there is an infinite number of
hypothetical cases. The prediction capability of the signal validator is found to be very effective
through separate runs. The simulations using the MATRIXx/SYSTEM-BUILD software do not
impose any real-time problems. This application is observed to be faster than the actual startup
at the EBR-II by a factor of twentyfour.
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SYSTEM EXECUTIVE

Figure 1: Integrated Control ajid Diagnostics System.
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Figure 2: EBR-II Plant Schematic.
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Figure 3: Prediction of electromagnetic pump voltage by the command validation module.
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Figure 4: Reactor power change at EBR-II during startup (0-35% range). Simulation results are

compared with the operator driven plant data.
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A HYBRID NEURAL NETWORK - FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH TO NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT TRANSIENT IDENTIFICATION
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Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-2300

ABSTRACT

A methodology is presented thct couples prctrained artificial neural networks (ANNs) to
rule-based fuzzy logio systems, for the purpose of distinguishing different transients in a Nuclear
Power Plant (NPP). A model referenced approach is utilized in order to provide timely concise
and task specific information about the status of the system under consideration. A rule based
system integrated with a set of neural networks, that typify steady-state operation as well as
different transients, diagnoses the state of the system and identifies the type of transient under
development. ANNs produce their response in the form of membership functions which
independently represent individual transients and the steady-state. Membership functions condense
functionally relevant information in order for the overall system to successfully perform transient
identification, in a time span faster or at least comparable to that of the transient development. To
demonstrate the proposed methodology simulated accidents corresponding to a particular category
of transients are used. The results obtained demonstrate the excellent noise tolerance of the ANNs
and suggest a new approach for transient identification within the framework of fuzzy logic.

INTRODUCTION

The major objective of a transient identification system is to provide sufficient information
to the human operators in order to assist them in taking action to mitigate the transient
consequences. This identification is a difficult task since many transients are fast evolving and
present similar indications. The results of the present research suggest that an integration of fuzzy
logic and neural network methodologies holds significant promise for transient identification.

In the proposed integration (Fig. 1), ANNs are pretrained using simulation data. The
pretrained ANN is the receiver of many on-line time series corresponding to vital NPP parameters.
It primarily acts as a filter, filtering the noise of the incoming series and producing the response of
the system in the form of a membership function representing a particular transient or a normal
stale of the system. The membership function encodes only the necessary information for transient
identification, since its shape is unique and corresponds to a specific accident scenario. In order to
distinguish between steady state and a transient, a separate membership function has been assigned
to the steady state condition.

The proposed methodology will be demonstrated using two different transients, namely,
Rod Cluster Control Assembly Ejection, and Steam Generator Tube Leak, for a Westinghouse
four-loop pressurized water reactor (PWR), as they have been simulated at the Watts Bar NPP
simulator. The data received is normalized in the interval 0 to 1 and sampled every 5 seconds with
a total time span of 230 seconds.
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TRANSIENT DESCRIPTION

Among different postulated transients that may occur in a NPP, the most difficult lo
distinguish are those categorised as Condition IV - Limiting Faults, Although the probability of
occurrence of 'hese type of transients is very low, they have been extensively studied and analyzed
since their consequences may include, the release of significant amounts of radioactive materials to
the reactor containment.

Two of the transients that are categorized as Condition IV • Limiting Faults are:

1. Rod Cluster Control Assembly Ejection (RCCAE), and
2. Steam Generator Tube Leak (SGTL).

Immediately after the initiation of RCCAE there is a significant amount of positive reactivity
insertion into the system as a result of the removal of the control rods. Following the sudden
reactivity insertion, the temperature in the primary system will initially experience a sharp increase
and later decrease due to the inherent negative temperature coefficient of reactivity of the
Westinghouse PWRs. The sudden control assembly ejection will automatically trip the system.
After the reactor trip the primary pressure of the system along with the primary coolant flow, the
steam pressure and the steam flow, will sharply decrease to shutdown levels, mitigating therefore
the consequences of the transient.

A SGTL transient is caused by a failure of a single steam generator tube. The leakage of
reactor primary coolant, contaminated with fission products, into the secondary side will cause a
decrease in the primary pressure. On the secondary side there is a steam flow/feedwater flow
mismatch as feedwater flow to the affected steam generator is reduced due to additional break flow
supplied to the unit. Continued loss of reactor coolant inventory leads to a reactor trip signal
generated by low pressurizer pressure. Since there is limited heat absorption at the secondary side,
the primary system will experience a sharp increase in the coolant temperature. Later the primary
system temperature will decrease following the feedback from the negative temperature coefficient
of reactivity.

From the above description it is evident that both transients exhibit very similar behavior in
almost all of the system parameters throughout their development periods. In fact, the way they
have been executed at the Watts Bar simulator, the RCCAE transient has a 46 second faster
development than the SGTL transient. Apart from that, the behavior of all the vital system
parameters could be perceived as identical. Since the major system parameters such as the primary
pressure (Fig. 2), hot leg temperature (Fig. 3), steam flow (Fig. 4) and steam pressure (Fig. 5)
exhibit identical indications, it becomes apparent that the task of transient differentiation is a very
difficult one.

MODEL SUMMARY

In order to represent the two transients, the five most significant parameters were chosen as
inputs to the ANN: primary pressure, hot leg temperature, primary coolant flow,
steam pressure and steam flow. All five time series represent average values of the
corresponding parameters of the four loop system. These parameters were chosen to provide
sufficient description of both the primary and secondary sides of the system during the transient
development. The time series of these five parameters are used to train an ANN with five input
nodes at the input layer and 4 output nodes at the output layer (Fig. 6). The output is a
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triangular/trapezoidal membership function representing a particular accident scenario. The output
membership functions are shown in Fig, 7.

The membership functions have trapezoidal shape; useful for further computations in the
Fuzzy Control areaJ»2,3 j ^ Q (W0 membership functions (Fig. 7) which correspond to the
different transients have an 80% overlapping as a result of the large similarity of indications
exhibited by the two transients. Both membership functions share the same initial point at the
Universe of Discourse (0.3) which represents the starting time for both transients. The area
occupied by the USQTL *S larger by 20% than the URCCAE area» s*nce ^ere »s a 20% time lag in the
development of the first transient. Applying that approach, there is a distinct representation of the
time difference in the development of the transients in the size of the corresponding membership
functions. This kind of analogical representation permits the mapping of the physical variable
time in the Universe of Discourse, to the size of the membership function.

Since there is a distinct difference between the steady-state and transient conditions, it
seems appropriate to differentiate between the two of them. In the beginning of every transient
scenario there is a time interval of 35 seconds (7 time steps) which simulates the steady state
operation of the NPP. This time span was separated from the rest of the simulation interval which
represents the transient initiation and development stages. That particular time period was
represented in the Universe of Discourse using a triangular membership function, which is a
degenerated form of the trapezoidal membership function. As it was exuected the steady-state
membership function and these of the transients have no overlapping since they represent
completely separate states of the system.

The representation which has been described offers some unique advantages. It maps a set
of complicated time series to the Universe of Discourse of human linguistics, through a neural
network which acts as an interpreter of vital information supplied from the NPP. The information
encoded in a time series is in the form of rate of increase/decrease, and maximum/minimum values
attained in a period of time. The ANN is trained to represent this kind of "hidden" information in
the form of a membership functions which can be used by a rule-based diagnostician. The shape
of the membership function which has been assigned to each transient is unique and therefore there
is a sharp distinction between different accidents even in the extreme case considered here, where
they exhibit very similar behavior. On the other hand, the initial rate of increase or later decrease of
a system parameter can not be considered as a vital piece of information, since a number of
different transients may have these characteristics in common, which may lead the ANN to a false
time series representation. Furthermore, an ANN trained to recognize a specific complicated time
pattern will lose much of its ability to sustain noisy input signals since it will tend, for distorted
inputs, to produce averaged forms of the desired output, missing therefore vital pieces of
information.^* This handicap car. be overcome by the proposed technique which has an output that
is a simple membership function.

Fuzzy logic * is a convenient tool for describing a system whose behavior can be
incorporated in fuzzy "if-then" rules. Fuzzy rules utilized by fuzzy controllers, describe the
relation between state variables and action or control variables, e.g.,

IF pressure is high THEN pressure-conlrol-valve is closed.

where, pressure is a fuzzy variable describing the state of the system, high is one of its fuzzy
values, pressure-control-valve ,"s a control variable, and closed is one of its fuzzy values.
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Fuaay-logie-based control and expert systems have been proven to be highly successful,
reliable and superior in performance to conventional systems J £$ One of the main issues in the
development of these systems is designing the membership functions that represent fuzzy values
taken by fuzzy variables describing the system. In this approach we present membership functions
that are produced by pretrained ANNs.

ANN DESCRIPTION AND TESTING

The neural network used is a three-layer network (Fig. 6) (input, hidden, output layers),
and the algorithm for training is Backpropagation with Generalized Delta Rule and Momentum
term, as it is being supplied by the Plexi software package. The change in weight WJJ, following

pattern p, on each connection is proportional to the product of the error signal 8,̂ »? e.g.,

ApWjj = n&pjQpi (1)

where:
Opj = jth component of the actual output pattern, and
n = learning rate

For output units, the error signal is calculated as:

§pj = (tpj - Opj) /j(netpj) (2)

where;
tpj = jth component of the output produced by the network, and
/ j(netpj) - semilinear activation function of the net total output.

The error signal for hidden units - for which there is no specified target - is calculated recursively
in terms of those of the units to whi '- ;< directly connects and the weights of those connections,
that is:

5pj = /'j(netpj)X6pkWkj (3)
k

Since the linear threshold function, on which the perceptron is based, is discontinuous and hence
its derivative does not exist, it can not be used for the generalized delta rule. Instead we use ihe
logistic activation function:

Opj = 1/ [ 1 + exp(-£wjiopi - 6j)] (4)
i

where, Q. = bias similar in function to a threshold.

In order to incorporate a term that gives some importance to previous weight changes on the
current weight change, a momentum term was introduced:

jiO+1) = n(5pj0pj) + aAwjj(t) ' (5)
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where:
t - presentation number, and
a ~ constant that determines the effect of previous weight changes on the current

weight change.

The input layer of the network consists of five nodes, each one receiving input from a particular
time series. Four nodes compose the output layer, each one representing the coordinates of the
peaks of the trapezoidal (triangle in the steady-state case). With 10 nodes in the hidden layer the
network needs 100 cycles to be trained. In order to test the ability of the network to predict the
membership functions of the steady-state, the RCCAE and the SGTL transients, different levels of
noise were introduced in all five input signals.

2% Noise at all Input Signals

First we introduced 2% noise to all of the input signals and tested the trained network.
Since the first seven time steps represent the steady-state condition the response of the network
was the |isjeady-s«ate which is given in Fig. 8. The network predicted the last two peaks with
100% accuracy and the first one with 99.4% accuracy. The thickness of the connecting lines in the
graph characterizes the accuracy of the prediction, since the predictions of the network at different
time steps are being overlapped. Therefore, the thinner the lines are, the more accurate the
prediction is. When the RCCAE accident scenario was supplied to the system with 2% noise in the
input, the prediction of the system concerning the MRCCAE w a s accurate within 99.9% for all four
peaks (Fig. 8). The network calculated the peaks of the trapezoid with excellent accuracy
throughout the whole transient development (36 time steps). In the case of the SGTL transient
(Fig. 8), the network gave the same accuracy as in the case of the RCCAE. The four coordinates
characterizing the peaks of the trapezoid HSGTL ((0.30, 0), (0.42, 1) (0.54, 1), (0.66, 0)) were
computed with 99.9% accuracy, maintaining therefore the separation between the two different
transients.

10% Noise at all Input Signals

Going one step further, 10% noise was introduced in all five input signals. Once again the
testing sequence was the same as the one described above. The initial response of the ANN was
about the Usteadv-stuie whjeji.was estimated with 99.4% accuracy (Fig. 9). This time the
accuracy for the first peak" (0, 0) remained the same as in the prevrolis case, but that of the two
other ((0.1, 1), (0.3, 0)) peaks was reduced to 99.3%. The MRCCAE w a s calculated from the
network with 99.7% accuracy as far as it concerns the coordinates of the peaks of the trapezoid
(Fig. 9). The HSGTL membership function (Fig. 9) was predicted by the network with the same
accuracy as the URCCAE membership function, preserving therefore the boundaries of the areas
occupied by the two membership functions.

20% Noise at all Input Signals

Finally, up to 20% noise was introduced to all five input signals. Once again the network
managed to predict the exact coordinates of the m«eady-state with 90% accuracy (Fig. 10). There
is a distinct tendency in the network to enhance the distortion of the coordinates (0.1, 1), (0.2,0)
as the amount of noise inserted in the input signals increases. On the contrary the distortion in the
coordinate (0,0) is represented by a constant amount of overshoot which characterizes die system
response in all three test case1:. This happens because the deviation of the system response in the
coordinate (0,0) is of that magnitude that it is not affected by the different noise levels in the input
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signals. An easy way to overcome it, is by increasing the number of training cycles of the
network. In the case of the URGCAE membership function (Fig. 10) the system accuracy was
reduced to 99.4%, which is the same as for the HSGTL membership function (Fig, 10). It is
worthwhile to notice that in all three test cases the shape of the two closely related membership
functions was conserved no matter what 'he distortion of the input signals was.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the neural network testing presented in the previous section, demonstrate that
the ANN used is noise tolerant. The ANN managed to predict the exact identity of three different
states of the system under a highly noisy environment. The ability of the neural network to pick up
the necessary information from a signal embedded in 20% noise is unique. Neural networks have
been widely used before in order to reproduce time patterns. Unfortunately a time series is not
always helpful for decision making, since it is highly complicated and its representation hardly
exact.

The exact shapes of the three different membership functions were calculated with a very
small error even under severe noise conditions (e.g. 20% noise in all five input signals). The
representation of the exact shapes of the membership functions is enough for preserving the
necessary information in order to distinguish between steady-state and transient conditions, and on
top of that, for identifying between different transient scenarios. It is apparent that with the
demonstrated methodology, the two transients could be adequately distinguished as two separate
events very early in the transient development, although the initial indications, in the form of time
series, are almost identical (Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5). Introducing membership functions as the output of
the ANN, facilitates automated decision-making by a fuzzy logic diagnostic system that determines
the identity of a transient under development. Furthermore it is not necessary to proceed to full
transient development in order to identify the type of the accident, but on the contrary, it is
adequate lo make a decision after the ANN gives the same response for a number of consecutive
time steps.

The major objective of the proposed methodology is to couple the filtering abilities of
neural networks with the representational advantages of fuzzy logic. The quality of the information
provided by the ANN in that particular application suggests that a fuzzy logic identifier • with a
minimum decision making window - would be able to diagnose the exact state of the system.
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